ECLIPSE OF THE CROSS

ASTRONOMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DEATH OF THE LAMB OF YHVH

What is rather interesting is that Jupiter, the King Planet happened to align on this day with Jesus on the Cross and the Temple Mount in direct alignment by the 3pm hour.
It was at the exact time Jesus died. Based on the Gospel accounts, Jesus after having been up all night. After celebrating the Passover with His Disciples in the Upper
Room, Jesus was arrested and tried 7 times during the night. If one was present at the 3pm hour when Jesus died on the Cross of Calvary towards the north of the Temple
Mount and look directly towards the west just above the Temple proper as the afternoon sacrifices of the Passover Lambs were being slaughtered in the darkness of the
solar eclipse, the following would have been depicted in the stars. The planetary alignment of Mercury, Venus, the Sun and Jupiter would have been at an exact vertical
alignment. Moreover, the distance from Mercury to Venus and the Sun would approximate the phi ratio of distance between each other, which is amazing. the
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The Constellations just showing above
the Pinnacle of the Temple was Pisces
that perhaps suggested the Age of the
Fish to come that has encapsulated the
Church Age. Next if one drew a line
from the Holy of Holies to the Star
Capella in Auriga, Pierced Shepherd
and symmetrically juxtaposed it, the
corresponding Star was Alnitak. This is
the largest of the 3 Stars of the Belt of
Orion and the Star that correspond to
the Great Pyramid of Giza. It is a
‘Clock’. Consequently, this angle is
approximately 72 degrees which then
echoes the degree of Precession of the
Equinox and other Sacred Numerical
Association with ‘Hidden Knowledge’.
What is very prominent is that the Sun
is directly aligned at that hour Jesus
died as the ‘Lamb of YHVH’ just to the
Side of the North at very same hour.

This Crucifixion would liberate the ‘Chained Woman’, Andromeda and the Fish that were
bound by the Beast the Sea Monster, Leviathan, aka Lucifer. Throughout the Church Age, the
Bride of Christ has likewise been in a State of Humiliation of sorts as Believers in Jesus as
the Christ still live in Mortal Bodes and a Fallen World. Will there be still such a Planetary
Alignment that will correspond to the Rapture event where the ‘Pisces’ and the ‘Andromedas’
throughout the Church Age will be liberated of the Chains of Sin/World once and for all?
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As to the Star Capella in Auriga the Shepherd, it
means the ‘Pierced One’. This Astronomical Depiction
is seen as the Horn of Taurus does pierce the Heel of
the Shepherd, Auriga. This speaks prophetically of the
Eternal Struggle and battle of the 2 Seeds pitted
against each other since in the Garden of Eden by
YHVH. This disclosure to Mankind was in fact the 1st
Biblical Prophecy given to Mankind, Genesis 3:15, a
Proto-Evangelism or Gospel.
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